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NOTICES.

OUR RA C E N EW S LEAFLET,

The price of this publication is relatively high because its 
constituency is relatively small. We not only have no capital 
but as our work is not popular it does not reap patronage 
enough to compete with the world's prices. We are satisfied 
that those who are helping us in the effort understand all this. 
When our lists increase enough to warrant it we shall either 
enlarge the Leaflet or throw in extra issues. In the meantime 
we must keep out of debt. Our present aim is to issue this 
Second Set of Leaflets (Nos. Fourteen to Twenty-Six inclusive) 
in double numbers so as to close it with the current year, 1894 
A. d . ,  and thus be able to recommence, if possible, with the 
civil months of 1895 a . d . The delays that accompany all the 
phases of our effort are also inevitable, and patience is an addi
tional expense which must be freely extended towards us, by all 
who desire to know what the outlook is from our own particular 
point of view. c . A. L. T otten , Editor.

OUR RA CE SE R IES, IV., 1894.

The prices of this publication are as low proportionally as 
those of the News Leaflet are high. The IVth Series has now 
begun its course. Study No. Thirteen, Facts of Copper, or The 
Key of History, being ready to mail. Price 75 cents (50 cents 
to former subscribers). Price for entire Series $2.00 (includes 
Nos. Thirteen, and Fourteen, Fifteen and Sixteen when issued). 
Study No. Thirteen is an important volume.

Our R ace  P ublishing  C ompany,
New Haven, Conn.
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THE AVOCATION OF OUR LORD AND 
THE LENGTH OF HIS MINISTRY.*

“ It seems to me that Prof. Totten has at least presented a chronological proposition of such fundamental importance, that it is our duty as Christians to spread it out upon our tables and examine it with earnest thought and Biblical scrutiny.“ Events are now moving, as we ourselves profess to believe, with rapidity toward' a serious consummation in the 
world’s aifairs; and Prof. Totten finds that the shortening of the times has taken place as it were all along the line ever since Joshua's Long Day. He is either right or wrong. Hence, it is fair to ask, in all seriousness, who has produced evidence against his propositions?

“ I do not suggest these thoughts as a follower of the professor; but rather as a seeker after the truth; and in the matter of chronology, at least, this student has both a strong case, and as yet an unanswered one—a case filled with novelties, yet a new one perhaps only in the sense of the old; for the facts appear to array themselves upon his scheme of time far better and more reasonably than upon that of any predecessor.“His main conclusion is, that 1899 a . d . is 5897 a . m .,  and that Joshua’s Long Day occurred in the year 2555 a . m ., since when the general equation of the times has been shortened from the Solar to the Lunar scale. Hence 5897—2555=3342. But 3342 Solar years are equal to 3445 Lunar ones. _ Hence, upon the combined gold (solar) and silver (lunar) basis there will have been just 6000 ‘years’ (2555 s. plus 3445 1.) at some 
particular interior date of 1899 a . d .“ It is not, however, to this in particular that I now desire to call special attention; but to his remarkable exegesis of Gabriel’s prophecy as to the 70 weeks, the 69 weeks, and the length of the Saviour’s avocation and ministry. In a triple cord 
of time, not easily broken, he traces the 70 weeks, or 490 years, to the same identical day in the fifteenth year of Tiberius Caesar, as the date of the Saviour's baptism and manifestation, 
to wit., 70 ‘Sabbatic years,’ year by year (hence, 490 years in all), from the fourth of Darius Hystaspes, scored off upon the Post-Exilic Jubilee Scale, fetch us to 4026 a . m . This is cord No. 1.

"Again, 69 weeks of strict solar (golden) years from the Era of Ezra fetch us to the very same date! This is cord No. 2.
* From the Herald o f L ife, August 1, 1894. Page SHS' We quote this 

article because it puts the case concisely and enables us to introduce the 
tables (already given in Studies Nos. Eleven and Twelve) as recast into b .c . 
and a .d . years, instead of a .m . years, which many find difficult to follow.
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* ‘ F inally, 69 weeks of accurate lunar (silver) years [from the 
Era of Nehemiah] fetch us to the same date. And this is cord No. 3.

f  he Saviour being thus identified, baptized, and manifested 
at this focus of chronological rays, the professor proceeds to 
show that the cord of time is twisted down the scale for just 62 
lite ra l weeks, or 434 days further, which fetch us to the date of 
its ‘ c u ttin g ’ a t the crucifixion!

“ Into this remarkable solution the professor sweeps the whole array of chronological prophecy and sacred typology; and to my mind proves his case and establishes his system; or rather, discovers the truth of God's system!
“  W hy should this surprise us? Has not the church lain in 

error for almost 1900 years concerning almost every line of 
sacred fact and promise?

“  But though all this is fa r too deep and beautiful a topic to 
be condensed into even an entire issue of the Herald of L ife, 
the professor has condensed its outlines into two consummate 
diagrams,* which I  have requested permission to present with 
this article, in order to illustrate the subject and induce my fel
low-searchers after tru th  to procure at least the Third Series of 
his Studies (Nos. 9, 10, n ,  12), and from  their argument to 
judge of the solution fo r themselves.

“  I t  is safe to say, that no such chronology as this has ever 
before^ been presented. I f  it  be true, the world has yet to 
reconsider Prof. Totten’s w o rk ; for its history must be adjusted 
to his scale of tim e ; and i f  i t  be false, the church has a still 
more difficult task before i t ; fo r the law and the prophets seem 
to stand upon his side of the case, and confusion to be unfolded 
in the accepted text-books upon which much of our chronolog
ical argument depends.

“ Prof. Totten is dealing with fa c ts—historical, chronological and astronomical—not preaching dogmas; and it behooves us all to give an ear unto his message; at any rate, long enough to be able to give a reason  for our rejection of his propositions.— H. B. B.”
COMMENTS.

. ,*** study, as to the “ Times and Seasons” of the Second Advent of Jesus Christ is manifestly a futile effort, a mere waste of time, unless it rests upon an absolute understanding of ttie times and seasons of the F irst Advent! We maintain with impregnable logic, that the former cannot be determined it the chronological conditions that surround the latter are left indeterminate m the general premises; and, conversely, we maintain, that the solution of the latter having been vouchsafed, we rave a guai antee that the former may now be sought out.
* See pages 102 a n d m  ’ ’ ”
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Now, upon the foundation of the true chronology alone these former facts are at last coordinated and spread out so as to plainly harmonize the ancient records, and the whole 
array of prophecy and type lends the solution credence, so that our little band of students stands in a unique position as to the further prosecution of the task. We are in fact encouraged to go on, even as it were by direct revelation, for the authority of the facts vouchsafed to our Studies is nothing short of what Daniel obtained by “books” in similar premises.

We stand fearlessly upon this foundation of fact, and are personally confounded on it in the sense of our own utter unworthiness. We have nothing to boast of, but the facts boast, and for them we give all glory to the God of Truth. Which things being so, it behooves ns to present them in as many forms and phases as possible, so that by line on line, and precept upon precept, by multiplied illustration and reiterated harmony they may be made perfectly plain to all and forever after fixed.
For as all the signs around us agree that we, of “ this generation." stand at the very edge of man’s allotted six working clays, and as the chronological circumstances of the First Advent have thus been set in order for us, we are satisfied that at least the general conditions that surround the determination 

of the date of the second are the next and legitimate objects of investigation, and must henceforth occupy a more earnest attention on the part of the wise who have square scriptural assurance that they will be enlightened when the proper time therefor arrives.Many beautiful graphic demonstrations of our solution to the First Advent Chronology suggest themselves. In Study No. Eleven we set forth its skeleton in a . m. years, but since then have recast it into the b . c. and a . d . scale, with which its terms may become more intelligible, to such as are not quite familiar with the general principles set forth in the several studies (see p. 102).* And in further simplification of this matter we have also recast into the same familiar terms the more general scheme of time, set forth in Study No. Twelve, p. 262, but need not reproduce it here as it occurs in Brother H. B. Brown's article, already quoted (p. 103).*But, as a “ three-fold cord is not quickly broken” (Eccl. iv. 12) perhaps the following graphic and explanatory diagram of Gabriel's prophecy to Daniel will appeal with axiomatic force to certain minds. It is only another way of presenting the same 
solution, to-wit:

* We have a few electro-plates of these diagrams and will loan them to 
any one who, in the cause of Truth, will secure their introduction into the 
journals of the day, for a limited number of insertions.

>
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Again, to focus all the light upon it that there is, to-wit, 
that of the Greater Solar Light, that rules the day, and of the 
lesser Lunar Light that rules the night, and finally, the light of God’s own Revelation, which rules his Sacred Times and Seasons, we have the following equally graphic, suggestive and 
satisfactory illustration:

SACRED/TIME

SOLAR T I M E

M essiah



Again, the same idea is beautifully illustrated by the spectrum analysis, whereby chronology as it were, is resolved 
itselt into its three primary degrees of demonstration, or conversely the three elements of light are caught at the second 
pnsm and united into Truth; from which we have the following:

ThcTirec Primary Orders of TIM E.

THE CHRONOLOGICAL SPECTRUM ANALYSIS.

And the same grand truth is expressed by the Rainbow of Promise that shone against the gloom of Calvary.

j j . t

THE triple bow of promise.
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t a r s  Ministry One “ A cceptable T ear.”
THE CASE ESTABLISHED.

“ But i f  he w ill not hear thee then take, with thee two or more. that in the 
mouth of two or three witnesses every word may be established, " —Matt, xv iii. 1 G.

*** “With the learned and judicious Newcome,” says the far more accurate Dr. Lant Carpenter, “ lam content even to ‘ differ with the ancients, provided I agree with the Gospels,’ ” and as Christ and the Evangelists, rightly understood, cannot possibly disagree with Moses and the Prophets, we ourselves are much the more content to disagree with the modern school of Biblical criticism and exegesis, provided we agree with the earliest of the fathers in the premises concerned, and stand with them upon the whole Bible, “as written and for the purpose written,” although the entire firmament of the modern 
system of theology falls down upon us.But there are ancients and ancients, and I stand with them only who are the most ancient—-with the primitive Christian Fathers, properly so-called, who only had and held the faith as it was once delivered to the saints. The Saviour, after his resurrection, began at Moses and all the prophets, and expounded to his disciples all the Scriptures concerning himself. Four of those disciples wrote the Gospels which harmoniously detail his early life, and lead up to its brief culmination without any discrepancy whatsoever. While these raen lived, and to the third and fourth generation of those whom they taught, the truth survived. These only were the days of primitive Christianity in any true sense of the word, and I believe there is evidence to show that it survived among these children of them that feared the Lord until this fourth generation was fully over. St. John wrote his Gospel about 40S 0  

a . m. Four generations of 70  years are 28 0  years, and fetch us down to 4 3 6 0  A. M., and thus to the last days of Primitive Christianity as such. At this time began the “ hour" of 153 years, during which the ten horns of the nondescript beast arose, and during which Primitive Christianity was on a continual wane, even to 4513 a . m . Then began that still more dismal “ hour” of 153 years, during which the little or “eleventh” horn, “ with eyes and a mouth speaking great things,” came up among the other ten, and, having finally plucked up three of them began its own course as the “abomination of desolation,”—a course not altogether boldly drawn until 4 6 6 6  a . m .,  but plain enough well before that 
(5 I 9~53 a . d .)  to be a subject of clear and distinctive recognition as the Anti-Christian Church.
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THE UNIT OF CHRONOLOGY.
Now, the Church of the Apostolic days, and of the three of four succeeding generations, was not all pure and primitive, but the spiritual children of the really pure remained more or 

less primitive. Meanwhile, the leaven of antichrist already worked and confusions began to disturb the councils from the very start, as St. Paul himself doth testify. Going however to 
the real and recognized fathers of these early days for testimony as to specific articles of faith and fact, we find a remarkable unanimity as to all the prominent matters, and as to the length 
of the ministry, the further we go back, the shorter it was known and believed to have been.

Let us then review and present some of the evidence. Modern scholars tell us that “ By the ministry of Christ is 
understood the period between his Baptism and his Crucifixion. This is generally true, for so all hitherto have under- 

the matter, but to the readers of the Our Race Series and News Leaflets we have defined this era better and more accurately as that of his Avocation (62 literal weeks), while the ministry as such is confined either to the solar period (365 days), stretching from the beginning of his miracle at Cana of Galilee, m the 15th year of Tiberius, or to the lunar period (354 days), extending from the 14th of Nisan soon after, but also in the 
15th year of Tiberius; or better, from both to the 14th of Nisan m the next or 16th year of Tiberius. That is, the Avocation was 62 literal weeks’ long, or 434 days, and the ministry pi oper was one soli-lunar year—the very unit of chronology! this term, 69-f-(11-J-354) wisely applied* gives us the true key to Prophecy and History.

VARIOUS HYPOTHESES.
Now, all sorts of opinions have been held upon the length 

Hip IT!lnJstry- We have the bt-paschal system, which was ™ Bf rl,est’ ,an<l is correct, to-wit, the one that included two 5 ' ' only ’ the tn-paschnl (three passovers); the guadrt- 
passovers) |Ur Passovers)i aud even the quinqui-paschal(five

has specified the time between the 
thTdec?siond̂ fi?eath °£ Ch.rist: and from the nature of the ease which <irp oi;i° ?̂es?011 *s to be made on considerations 
while *a litti<̂ Pen£o *earned and to the unlearned.” Now, 
thereof m-iv tYi-i68,0*111? 1S- a dangerous thing, a great deal when in relTo-ir,?Te to l;!e £ar more disastrous, if not seasoned __  us Premises by specific faith. Rather give us

* Strictly 68.7577 + (10.8753 + 354.3670).
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neither poverty nor riches, but convenient food and sufficient clothing for our naked judgment, than leave us to pluck a fig 
leaf as the necessity of our own presumption.In the false Eden of our exile, what a travesty we have 
had played upon us by those who have merely copied ancient things, and guarded them by the flaming weapons of their 
own creation. During the Middle Ages they guarded every approach to the only tree of knowledge that there was within men’s reach—but the trespass took its due and ordered course, and while the eaters got but little for their pains they succeeded, by the irony of retribution, in spoiling what was in reality only a bold sacrilege, and in restoring access to the way of life which a Redeemer had made free to all. The evil be to those who made the matter of but little learning possible, and the good to those who took whatever they could seize in the Reformation. “ The truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,” can harm no man, and if the unlearned have been kept from the truth as it is in Jesus Christ, and so have gone astray when they have taken it by violence, it can only be the fault of such of the learned as endeavored to put seals upon it without any right, and who now are hardened to the very errors they inculcated, while the eaters find salvation after all; for as they do believe in Jesus Christ they have access to the Tree of Life, and may live forever and with less and less danger, in that their knowledge cannot but draw nearer, forever nearer, to the truth; for, as the gospels imply what they do not specify, the unlearned after all are in a fair way to get back at them and live forever in spite of their more learned and former oppressors. The gospels fix the beginning of the ministry to the j  5th year of "Tiberius Caesar, and the “Acts of Pilate” fixed its end in the 16th year; we have learned this at last, and are determined to investigate the matter further without heeding the interdictions of the teachers who 
forbid it.“ Uniform historical tradition, either grounded upon, or supported by the ‘Acts of Pilate,’ had fixed the close of our Saviour’s Ministry to the 16th year of Tiberius Caesar” (Gress- well, p. 422). N. B.—This fix es the last Passover season of the Saviour to a . d . 29. Gresswell held to the quadri-paschal 
system in spite of this admission!

THE LIMITS FIXED.
“ Clemens Alexandrinus states that some, who accurately weighed matters, referred the death of Christ to the 16th year of Tiberius. Those who took into account the gospel of John, could not do otherwise than place the Crucifixion in the 15th year of Tiberius. . . . But whether they placed the
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Death of Christ in the 15th or 16th year, they must have 
regarded his ministry as not including more than two pass- 
overs” (Carpenter’s “ Harmony of the Gospels,” p. 14). This was the case in general, and of course so in the days of the 
fact thereof, but does not necessarily follow, subsequently, for some since have placed the birth of the Saviour six years before the Common Era, and so were enabled to begin his ministry at 
30 years of age, proportionately early. Those who work upon this theory might punctuate the last year (28-29 a. d.) only, as the “acceptable” one, and thus appear to satisfy all the condi
tions save those that relate to the Saviour’s actual age at death—-for they might be ignorant of, or dare to violate, or even violently ignore the equally exacting historical conditions 
that surround his birth!The death of Herod the Great, and the Enrollment of the Roman Empire two years before it, together with the confiscation of the Sceptre of Archelaus ten years later, introduce conditions that are quite as determinate historically, as those that fix the termination of the whole matter to the acceptable 
year running from Nisan, 28 a . d . to Nisan, 29 a . d .Now, in our consecutive study of this matter in loco (Study No. Fourteen), we shall prove the date of Nativity to have been December 25, 4 n.c., and that of the Crucifixion to have been March 17, 29 a . d . ,  so that within these limits, and covering its final 62 weeks specifically, all of our work must harmonize or fall to pieces. And it does harmonize so far as we have yet been able to test it, with every phase of the conditions imposed by Type, by Prophecy, by History, and by Arithmography, or the interior science of all things, in so far as we know its rudiments.

“The opinion which has been prevalent ever since the time of Eusebius, is, that the ministry of Christ included fo u r  pass- 
overs, or between three and four years; but this, to use the words of Mr. Benson, ' was totally unknown to the Christian bathers of the first three centuries.’ * Upon this hypothesis is founded the very valuable (?) I Harmony of Archbishop New- come, which was much framed upon that of Leclerc, together with Dr. Doddridge’s, Mr. Gresswell’s and various others.' )̂“ Whiston and Macknight framed their respective harmonies upon the supposition that the ministry of Christ included five
■ , * “ The Chronology of Our Saviour’s Life, or an inquiry
i'v1?!,1 of th® Birth, Baptism. and Crucifixion of Jesus Christ,
by the Itev. C Benson, M.A., Trinity College, Cambridge.

bec?u,s« we cannot call that valuable at all which 
to th•?} < ? , t i n l,1,dued' to the extent that any one’s work confirms erior to that device is it the opposite ol’ valuable !

I 'E'i® by D’°f White, and most of the library of clu-ono-logical woik upon the shelves is based on this hypothesis.



Passovers. Scaliger, Sir Isaac Newton, Stillingfleet and others, adopted the same opinion, but the tendency of the crit
ical scripturalists of the present day § is to shorten, not extend, the period assigned by the prevalent hypothesis.”

THE PRIMITIVE BELIEF REVIVED.

“ The prevalent opinion during the first three centuries was, 
whatever its foundation, that the ministry of Christ lasted not more than a year and a few months” (weeks ? c. a . l . t .). Influenced by this consideration, and by the examination of the 
first three gospels. Dr. Bentley adopted the bi-paschal system. From him it was communicated to Dr. Hare; and by him to Mr. Mann, afterwards Master of the Charter House, who defended it with much learning and sagacity in his work on the 
“True Years of the Birth and Death of Christ,” first published in English in 1733, and afterwards in Latin in 1742. Upon this principle Mann constructed a chronological arrangement of the Gospel History, and Dr. Priestley formed a Harmony upon it.”But Mann and Priestley, besides transposing the fifth and sixth Chapters of John, stumbled over John vi. 4, holding that the words r o Ttad^a, the passover, were not in the original gospel, and Bishop Pearce argues that the whole verse is spurious! 
So does Mr. Page in his Harmony appended to “ New Light from the Old Eclipses.”Our own purpose is to harmonize rather than disturb the gospels, and we find no difficulty with the verse, or the arrangement. St. Luke records this miracle in that same portion of his gospel (ix.) in which he says(ver. 51) that the time was come for Jesus to be received up, and “resting on the prevalence, during the first three centuries, of the belief that our Lord’s ministry did not extend beyond one year, in connection with the fact that there is no record of transactions at more than two festivals that were certainly passovers, Gerald John Vossius came to the conclusion as highly probable, that the passover referred to in John vi. 4 was that at which our Lord was crucified.” It is a presumption in its favor that, without any alteration of the text, the short ministry and the genuineness of this verse accord with what some of the most learned chronologists—Scaliger in particular, though he himself rejected it, and Patavius—have pronounced to be the most ancient opinion respecting the duration of our Lord’s ministry.

§ 1835 a.i). Carpenter. And this is so, for reckoning back from 1804 a.i>. 
(when to our own labors there has been vouchsafed so much that squares 
so many of the elements of the solution into their proper placid 70. 80. 120. 
153, 360 years, etc., respectively, we reach the utmost limits of this reawak
ening to the truth,
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Both the opponents and advocates of the short ministry 
nave d iligently examined the opinions of the early Christian 
writers, and whatever weight is to be assigned to them is cer
ta in ly  in favor of the bi-paschal system, and it  is well argued 
tha t 1 ‘ there could have been no authorized steady tradition 
handed down from  apostolic times, that the ministry of Christ 
extended through more than three years, for then the early 
r  athers could not have rested, as, w ith the exception of Ire- 
nasus,x they obviously did rest, in  the opinion that it lasted 
less, or a little  more than a year.”

THE 1 5 TH OF TIBERIUS, AND THE GEMINI.

Dr. Carpenter who, of course, followed the accepted or 
common a . d . scale, and the improperly adjusted Fastes Consu- 
lares, tells us that:

“ Several of the early writers, Tertullian, Julius Africanus, 
Lactantius, etc., speak of the Lord ’s death as taking place in 
the 15th year of Tiberius, when the two Gemini were consuls, 
that is in the year 29.”  Now, when stripped of its confusion, 
and rectified by the true scale and adjusted Fastes, this state
ment is a powerful one in favor of the facts. The ministry 
certainly began , as Luke records, in the 15th year of Tiberius 
Cmsar, arid that 15th year began August 19, 27 a . d ., but ran 
over and ended August 19, 28  a . d ., when the two Gemini 
certainly were consuls (towards the end of the consulate), 
and the 16th year of T iberius thus also began in that same 
consulate. But the consulate came to its end December 31st, 
28 a . d . though the 16th year of Tiberius, of course, ran on yet 
7 months and 19 days beyond it, and so into the consulate 
(29 a . p.)of the two Longini (L. Cassius Lo n gin u s  audC. Cassius 
L o n g in u s , perhaps litera l G e m in i! “ T w in s ”  ! and at any 
rate sufficiently near so in name to be confused w ith the
two Gemini-who preceded them at this astonishing era!) Thus 
when held rig id ly  to the scale, w ith  a ll its units marked upon 
it, i t  is patent that the original statements of Tertullian. and 
others were founded upon literal facts, the edges of whose 
importance have been worn out by the friction of transmis- 

“ lstaniru. A may now be seen that as the last 7^ 
“ ° n3 ! ° £ the i 5th year of Tiberius Caesar actually fe ll in the 
anri ! ! f  L  i the two Gemmi, John the Baptist preached therein, 
therein ChlJst ’ but John’s m inistry and life ended
out bevnLh t^ M he ® ln istry  a°<l hfe of the Saviour reached 

} Maich 17, 29 a . d . , and thus into the consulate of

twent Jyearej” iu?I"d?di9 yearal^we meory th5t,our L°rd’* ministry lasted 
be ” about» his “ Father’s S e  if. 4 1 ^ “



two others who were almost gemini in name, and perhaps 
literally so, or may have been brothers in fact.

DANIEL PUT IN EVIDENCE.*
The Valentinians and Clemens Alexandrinus rested their opinion that the ministry lasted little more than a year upon the prophecy of Isaiah, repeated by our Lord himself, as decisive. But Dr. Benson argues that they could not have done so if there had been any distinct authorized tradition to that effect. We do not see, however, the force of this argument, for tradition or no tradition, they might well recognize the prophecy (particularly when its application was endorsed by the Saviour), as an all-sufficient final criterion, inclusive of 

all the rest. For instance, we ourselves now know the traditions and have also sought out the true testimony of the Harmonized Gospels themselves, which is far better, but the first testimony that ever forced us to a positive conviction that these gospels could be so harmonized, or led us to search for corroborated traditions, was the light let in upon our minds by the solution of Gabriel's Prophecy to Daniel. When we made the discovery that Daniel ix. 24-27 absolutely spanned the above scale of time, from the 4th year of Darius Hystaspes to the 1st of Vespasian, and punctuated it accurately at Ezra, 
Nehemiah, and at the three notable dates of Tiberius 15, and 16, we were ourselves ready to rest our own case thereupon, and although we knew much of the collateral testimony, we have continued to seek out yet the more thereof, rather for the sake of others than ourselves, and quite as much for the purpose of p rep a rin g  ourselves and them against any sudden attack from the enemies of truth, as without such preparation its decisive victory might perchance have been delayed! _The arguments upon which a three (or more) year ministry 
are supposed to be based are:

WEAK PREMISES.
1st. The 4th Century testimony of Eusebius (quite late!) which, after all, depends only on his own arguments as such and not at all upon facts and records which came down to him; and as the original facts and records do not bear him out, thus fall to the ground after all, and with them all the later argu

ments based primarily thereon.2d. Upon the indecisive inferences drawn unwarrantably from the mere parable of the Barren Fig Tree, “three years I

H5

* As among: believers only, anxious after harmony, it is perfectly 
proper to cite the testimony of the Prophets, either before or after the 
facts. And even in the open court their testimony is admissible before the 
fact and as a guide to itr—C. A* X*» Tt
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come seeking fruit and finding none.” Here the intentional 
parabolic language forbids us to strain the expression too closely, for if we do so strain it then the following words,“ let it alone this y ea r a lso ,”  best agree with the mere opinions after all, of Newton (Sir Isaac), Macknight, etc., that it includes 
even five passovers! The parabolism best accords with the fact that the Saviour had three times—at his first Passover, at 
Pentecost, and at Tabernacles, each of them fruit or harvest seasons—wrought his miracles in vain, and yet delayed the 
matter until his second passover! or that Jehovah had dealt with us mortals fruitlessly during three dispensations, the Adamic, the Noahic and the Abrahamic dispensations, and 
had even dunged the barren fig tree throughout the Mosaic dispensation without fruit. The three festivals were Israel's 
three f r u i t  seasons, and the three Patriarchal seasons were man’s opportunities. The fourth season and dispensation ended the year and era of probation, and decided the fate of 
all concerned 1 The parable of the Barren Fig Tree is not to be confused with the fig tree that the Saviour actually cursed to the end of the Age, unless we make the parallelism 
exact from one day to the next, and imply but one year!3d. The doctrine o f  m o r e  t h a n  t w o  p a s s o v e r s  depends upon
the ill-digested conclusion that the Feast referred to in John v. 1, was a passover when it was not explicitly so stated to have been, and when the collateral Chronology and testimony point to it as the solitary Pentecost of the Saviour’s Avocation. 
The lack of the definite article r} between the two words yr and ioprrj is practically “ conclusive against the supposition 
that it was a passover,” as even “ Josephus, as well as the Sacred writers, always distinguish the Paschal from other feasts by the use of the definite article.”

4th. It rests upon the contention that the passover spoken of in John vi. 4, as approaching, when the miracle of the five thousand was wrought, occurred a whole year before that at which our Lord was Crucified, whereas the parallel references to the identical event in the other three and Synoptical Gospels show it to have preceded the very one at which the Saviour was Crucified, and the only one that they record! This relation is found in Matt, xiv., Mark vi., Luke ix., and John vi., and the displacement in John’s Gospel seems to have been intentional, as well as exceptional, so as to allow of a more consecutive statement of those events, with which the latter, and later, writer particularly charged himself. As merely byway and hedge men ourselves and coming to this discussion for the facts and fair inferences, we feel disposed to “ kick against the cool assumption of mere theorists and to repu
diate the interpretation they have foisted into these premises
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mises, and we cannot resist the hedgeway expression that 
their effrontery excites—although the term “  to kick against” 
is far from “ slang,” as we can prove (Deut. xxxii. 15 ;
1 Sam. ii. 29; Acts ix. 5, xxvi. 14,*) and quite good old 
English.

EUSEBIUS----UNTIL WE SEE BY OURSELVES!
Previous to Eusebius, who wrote in the early part of the IV. 

century, no one maintained that the ministry of the Saviour 
included four passovers. The conclusions of this author were 
founded, as he himself states (1) upon his own solution of the 
succession of the Jewish high priests, and (2) upon an interpre
tation of the h a lf week referred to in Dan. ix. 27. But, in the 
first place his succession of the high priests is unsound, and (2) 
his understanding of Dan. ix. 27 is erroneous. Verse 27 in this 
chapter has nothing whatsoever to do with our Saviour’s cruci
fixion ! (which occurred at the end of the 62 literal weeks re
ferred to inverse 26 (see “ Y ” diagram), but did have to do 
with the destruction consummated upon Jerusalem itself 40 
years later! and in the midst of the week that covered the Jew 
ish war, as such. This is no place to enter into the demonstra
tion thereof, but the chronological exposition will be set forth in 
loco in Study Number Fourteen.

Returning now to Eusebius, his exposition, however, pre
vailed at last over all other opinions (though opposed by 
Augustine, who retained the ancient (one year) opinion, that it 
included but two passovers), and so came down to us unques
tioned through the Middle Ages. The harmonists of the XVI. 
and XVII. centuries took it for granted that the ministry lasted 
between three and four years, nor was the matter questioned 
until Bengel in 1736 reduced it to two years, Mr. Mann a little 
later to but one. He was ably supported by Dr. Priestley, and 
in 1835 by Dr. Lant Carpenter. Then the matter seems to have 
been suffocated through the neglect and opposition of the 
organized church, until now when these our own independent 
investigations force it once more to the front with proof no 
longer to be set aside. It is significant but not strange that 
none of these determined advocates of the short ministry re
sorted to Daniel in particular for their support, for the seal 
upon that book had not then been removed, nor had they been 
favored like ourselves with a consecutive chronological scale

* Many pond Christians, who like to use smooth words and soft answers 
even in righteous indignation, found fault with us for a similar expression, 
used in the Frank Leslie articles, to-wit: “ Getting Onto,'' "  With Both 
Ueels" (See Study No. Seven, p. 40), and we said nothing at the time, but 
will now refer them to a similar expression Mioah vii. 3, which is used in a 
fnir survey of just such times as ours when men are indeed “ doing evil 
with both hands."
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that fptced them to the true conclusion in proportion as it un- 
sealed the prophecies of Daniel in particular—the very fact of 
wtuch is a pointed sign that we are in the time of the end -  for 

things would not have been discovered.
I here is no doubt that in his earlier writings Origen held the 

l-paschal doctrine, distinctly declaring that our Lord preached 
a .'fo'8, y ear ancf a few months ” (Carpenter, note, page xv.).

“  l a t i a n  ( 17 3  a . d .) is  s a id  to  h a v e  fo llow ed  the then pre
v a le n t  op in ion  o f  tw o  p a sso v e rs  o n ly .”

WHAT SAITH THE SCRIPTURES?
But without resorting further to the early Fathers let us go 

nigner up the stream, and re-examine the gospels themselves. 
I hey teach but two passovers — one acceptable year for the 
ministry of Jesus Christ.

Any candid student of the New Testament will come to the 
conclusion that the first three, or synoptic gospels record the 
transactions of but one year and this the one before the cruci
fixion. t he only remaining difficulty is found in St. John’s 
gospel, which difficulty arises from a misunderstanding of that 
gospel and its chronological arrangement and import, and it is 
sui prising that it ever originated, when the simple explanation 
13 rey,?alf d- ^rst place the matter is established in the
mouth of two or more witnesses (Matthew, Mark and Luke: 1 
year). Hence the testimony of John must be made to agree 
tliereto rather than be allowed to overthrow and confuse their 
testimony!

Nothing can be derived from the first three gospels, either 
separately or conjointly, which authorizes us to conclude, that 
alter the Baptism of our Lord there were more than one pass
im 1! before that one at which he was crucified. Matthew, 

aric and Luke speak of only one Passover, viz., the last"
. ^nd th is  is  so-—c. a . x.. t.]. Nevertheless, since the

wa irough the cornfields must have occurred in the part of 
a year alter a Passover, the Crucifixion could not have occurred 
at me Passover m the 15th year Tiberius. Hence there must 
iw Vfi,Deen at . ast two Passovers in the ministry as recorded 

tr synoptic gospels, but need not (could not) have been 
Nmir'!6. ™  J ° h n into harmonious line.

I , . .  ,, 1 c?n cl°  this without difficulty, for “ by means of St. 
■it osPel we are able to say with certainty that there were
t h - i n ' w o  Passovers in our Lord’s Ministry [and not more 
turns at a paC’ A' L’ T'J-^or that evangelist records his transac- 
cle ° / lr y hlch occurred shortly after his first mira-
o m u a r i l  n “d bef° re the Imprisonment of John.” From a 

we are to 1 and 24 there can be no doubt that
wc are to place all the events recorded in at least the first fopr
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chapters of his gospel before the Imprisonment of the Baptist, 
and consequently between the n th  and izth verses of Matthew 
iv. The first three gospels are entirely silent as to the remark
able circumstances of this portion of John’s gospel. They 
probably aimed chiefly at recording the public preaching of the 
Saviour after the Imprisonment of John the B aptist; and Mat
thew and Mark in particular, at recording the occurrences in 
Galilee from that event to the period of his finally leaving i t ! 
St. Luke’s Gospel, written later, had a broader scope and a more 
general purpose in that he wrote particularly for the instruc
tion of some illustrious friend and convert residing probably in 
Greece or Asia Minor, while St. John’s Gospel was intention
ally supplementary to one or more of its predecessors, and 
with Dr. Carpenter we are constrained to lay the stress of the 
selection on St. Luke’s.

_ Throughout the whole course of our Lord’s ministry p re 
vious to the last Passover, St. John has recorded no fact in 
common with any one of the other evangelists, except the M ir
acle of the F ive  Thousand!  An examination of his account 
thereof (John vi.) critically compared with those of Matthew 
(xiv. 13-21), Mark (vi. 31-44) and Luke (ix. 10-17), will satisfy 
any one capable of weighing evidence on an Anglo-Saxon jury, 
that the passover referred to in connection with this Miracle as 
approaching (John vi. 4), was the one that witnessed the cruci
fixion itself! The very position of the record of this miracle in 
Matthew’s Gospel, shows that it was the Crucifixion Passover 
that was thus approaching (so in Mark and particularly in Luke), 
and St. John says nothing to the contrary! Let it also be care
fully noted that taking the Gospel of St. John by itself, there 
is no intimation that the reference (vi. 4) to the Passover was to 
a ‘1 second as distinguished from a third,” nor does he any where 
speak of a second or a third as such.

Now if Matthew, Mark and Luke refer to this particular 
miracle as just preceding the end of the Saviour’s ministry, 
to wit, towards the end of the only year of ministry that they 
record at all! and if St. John enumerates the circumstances of 
this same miracle as the solitary incident he does so relate in 
common with them, it should be manifest that the much mis
understood verse (vi. 4) is after all to be regarded merely as a 
chronological specification, expressly intended by St. John to 
date, as it were, the incident itse lf  / The plan of St. John’s 
Gospel is unique, and as he had occasion to introduce this par
ticular miracle, per exception to this general plan, he took the 
trouble to insert this verse (vi. 4) more as a date than anything else 
and for the express purpose of showing that it was the same 
Miracle of the Five Thousand referred to in the synoptic Gospels 
and not another, and that it preceded the same terminal passover.
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t h e  a r g u m e n t  i n  b r ie f .

Every logical law of evidence bears out this conclusion.
i/ee . witnesses A, B, C, testify more or less consecutively as 

to tlie incidents of a single year; finally a fourth witness, I), 
comes forward and testifies as to the incidents of the same 
year, the bulk of his evidence being as it were, additional and 
explanatory. Of course he refers to the same final scenes, and 
to supply omissions relates those surrounding the opening 
scenes omitted by the others! i. e., those covering the overlap of 
Jomi s nnssion, and the Saviour's, fie  was particularly quali- 
nea tor this having been a disciple of both! Therefore he 
relates some of the events that preceded the era that had been 
tuny considered by the others, enumerates several important 
tilings that they omit, and omits as much as possible of what 
1 mt,testlmcmy ^ad alreadY fully covered!

I he three synoptic witnesses certainly establish the case of 
a one-year ministry, the final and independent witness does not 
C? 1 ie f?rward to disturb this, but merely as the special friend 
ot the Saviour, feels called upon towards the end of his life to 
come forward, clear up  ̂and round out the whole matter. His 
testimony is of extraordinary chronological value but is quite as 
remarkable for its omissions of old points as for its introduc- 
x\tu Ca.new °nes. This is its manifest and philosophical object, 
vvny, forsooth, persist then in confusing the case in a manner 
lat would not be tolerated in any legal procedure?

Suppose John had likewise omitted all reference to this mir
acle of the Five Thousand,* then there would have been no 
ground at all upon which to base a ministry of longer than one 
year, and in that he expressly dates (parenthetically as it were) 
nts own account of this miracle (to prevent this error and in 
°tr!e*" t’0 that it is the very same one recorded by the
others. and introduced by him contrary to his general plan of 
omission, but for special reasons!) there is still less ground 
wnereon to make it call for another whole year—and one empty 
”  ° ™ er special record save what flows into it through the 

, 1 i n8> confusion of the otherwise harmonious testimony 
already given!

* Just as he does any reference whatsoever to the Baptisn , ji0uut; 
his own call; the public progress through Galilee; the Sei mon um; the 
tire cure of the Gadarene Demoniacs; of the Paralytic at car twelve! 
Raising of Jairus’ daughter: the annolntment „...i nr

.............-„»«uuruiijr to Jerusalem; his last discourses in the < P . \
those on the Mount of Olives; the Institution of the Lora s [ ‘ j 01I1 
agony in Gethsemane ; and iiis Ascension to h e a v e n a ll  intern sions in John's Gospel 1 (.Carpenter).
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In the meantime, as to the new and supplementary matter 
introduced by John his Gospel is of pointed and superlatively 
valuable Chronological weight, and it bears directly upon a 
duration of but one solitary year for the ministry as such, and 
for an Avocation of but 62 literal weeks. The Synoptic Gospels 
while relating most prominently the incidents succeeding the 
Baptist's imprisonment and the ministry in Galilee, omit all 
special references to any of the Feasts of the Jews save the final 
passover !* Here St. John supplies an invaluable array of 
special evidence. He records the transactions of the Saviour at 
a previous Passover, those at a Festival which collateral evi- 

| dence proves to have been the Pentecost, those at the Feast of 
Tabernacles and finally, those at the Feast of Dedication which 
preceded the last Passover. The Ministry lasted but one 
acceptable year, and John’s Gospel records the prominent trans
actions at every single one of its principal Festivals! The 
three Synoptic Gospels establish the briefness of the ministry 
of Jesus Christ—the Gospel of his personal friend itemizes the 
specific demonstration and concludes the whole matter.

THE CASE SUMMED UP
Let us then hear this conclusion of the matter:
1st. The Prophets are united as to the testimony on the 

matter as set forth from of old by the Holy Spirit.
2d. The types of the Old Testament demand the result that 

we have reached.
3d. The Gospels proclaim it as an historical fact and har

monize thereon.
4th The purest traditions and writings of the first four 

generations that succeeded their publication, confirm it as a 
part of the Primitive faith once for all delivered to the Saints.

5th, The almost total loss of the fact during the era of des
olation is just what was to be expected, for a part of the policy 
of abomination was to change the times and seasons as much 
as possible.

j 6th. The gradual recovery of the truth marks the times of 
the end broadly and punctuates it specifically.

7th. The coldness to such truth as this in nominal Christian 
quarters, and the positive opposition thereto in anti-Christian 
quarters is the final argument in its favor. He that hath ears 
to hear let hint hear, for verily the Spirit is again speaking to 
the churches—and perhaps it is the last time, little children!

* This ought to surprise those who have not already perceived the fact, 
and force them to renew their study of the Bible, for not upon their shelves 
is there a single commentary, or a life of the Saviour that is not loaded 
down with absolute error in that none of them are based upon the 
absolute fact of a 434-day Avocation !



Si.li. The L im its set by the numerous historical witnesses, 
as to the beginning and end of the ministry, to v;it, in the 15th 
and 1 6th years of Tiberius Caesar, leave no ground at all for 
its expansion beyond those limits.

THE FINDING.”
Now while an Anglo-Saxon jury is pledged to “ well and 

truly try and determine the matter in hearing according to 
the evidence, and in case of doubt according to their conscience 
and the custom of the civil law in like cases, an Anglo-Saxon 
judge would be derelict in his duty did he fail to charge the 
juryt in addition just how to find the matter in a case so plain 
as this! and furthermore we believe that 99 juries 111100 would 
find a one-year verdict without leaving the box, whether so 
charged or not! When fairly understood such a case is too 
apparent to admit of any further discussion, and in the name of 
truth we dismiss it,

AFTERTHOUGHTS.
But how on earth are we to account for the prevalence of 

such an erroneous opinion during all these years? Why, easily 
enough. The opinion dates from about 4360 a .m. and spans 
the Dismal Era, its 1260 years fetch us to 5620 a m., and out of 
them arose all sorts of error—this but a mild one in comparison 
wuth some! The idea was born of the Night, in which „omaii 
could  work 1 In it arose in so far as it was foisted upon Christian- 
hy the idea of inherent immortality While it lasted the ora
cles of God were not consulted, but the umversalism of damna 
bon was a necessary result of man s covenant with death' 

f ° r the wilderness to which the woman fled! Thank 
God tor Plymouth, and Pennsylvania and for Virginia and the 
Garolmas and the seed that settled them' Thank God for 
tneir Jnldren who have been led to see, and thank God for the 
increasing light that 4 generations of 70 years promises by 5900 
a .m . to j,lace at least upon our house top' It is high time to 
repudiate every one of the errors that have bound us fast, and 
to come out into the light and make it known ! Every one of 
these errors is related to chronology' They have all resulted

ii° A,'Zge wrouS ht in the • ‘ times and seasons" by the
rv!5 f  a - The Proof of this is that if we have been led by 

o'seoyer aught worth knowing, it has come out of our 
T e as ,such- and we reavow our firm belief that to 
chronological circumstances that surround the Life 

t; ■ ,s,,1X of Jesus Christ will do more to establish the posi-
nrpaoWl 1 tll.a.n a*i. the sermons which were ever
eov urn™/! ver'hed will demonstrate prophecy, proph-

 ̂ h 'vlh establish the faithfulness of God; the



faithfulness of God made clear will convince the world of sin,— 
accomplish this and the battle between right and wrong is won 
for right!

Christ died for human nature, for he saw it was worth sav
ing' The devil deceived it for he knew it was the only way to 
hold his vantage. Had he not changed the times and seasons 
he had long ago been vanquished. Let us change them back! 
Spread then the news, and crowd it home: Thursday instead of 
Friday for the Crucifixion, three days instead of one in the 
grave, one year instead of three for the Ministry, March instead 
of April for the Passion, etc., etc., etc. Let it be known that 
the dead know nothing of time, instead of living a conscious 
eternity in an instant! Spread such truths as these, and the 
very earth out of which we sons of Adam are made will swal
low up with scorn the flood of error that the dragon has cast 
over us, and soon his captives will be free. Rome cannot hold 
her slaves in the face of facts like these. Now is the time for 
canister, double shotted. Load it with chronology, and let her 
have it !

NOTES AND QUERIES.
SIGNS IN THE SKY.

**# Carrying but one of the subheads in the topic broached 
in the August Leaflet, we quote the following from the E ven in g  
Star-of Washington, D. C ., August 16th, which came too late 
for introduction therein. It is probable that these signs will 
increase. The article is as follows, headlines and all:

“ An Angel in the Sky; Peculiar Effect of the Clouds while 
the Lightning was flashing.—One of the most wonderful, as 
well as awe-inspinng, sights ever seen in Baltimore was an 
appearance seen last night in the heavens about 9 o’clock, says 
the Baltimore H erald.

“ At that time people were still out on the door-steps enjoy
ing whatever breeze there was. Their attention was frequently 
called to a certain point in the sky. where an almost continuous 
electrical display in the shape o’f flashes and sheets of light 
was to be seen. The lightning flashes were so vivid and 
uninterrupted that the southern sky for the space of a half hour 
was brilliantly illuminated.

“ Suddenly the dark clouds showed themselves, and the 
flashes stopped for the moment, and when they began again a per
fect figure of an angel, robed in the purest white, showed itself.

“  The illusion was perfect. Two rifts in the clouds formed 
the wings, and a small cloud the raiment. A  slight projection 
from the garment formed the feet, and no better resemblance 
could be wished.
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11 A ll this time the black clouds in the rear made the figure 
stand out in life-like proportions, and the occasional flashes of 
light gave it a sort of halo that made the effect almost super
natural.

“  People all over the city were awe-stricken, and some were 
seen to fall on their knees. It was as if the blackness of the 
night had broken in the spot and this figure was descending to 
earth. For five minutes it lasted, and great excitement 
attended its presence.

“  An °ld colored woman coming down Pennsylvania avenue 
in the northwestern patrol wagon for a minor charge, saw it 
and screamed:

“  ‘ Oh, Lord, look dere! ’ and fainted away.
. “ At the station-house she was revived, but no one could 
induce her to believe that it was simply a cloud effect. When 
the strange phenomenon began to clear away the whole thing 
was easily understood, although many nervous people have 
not yet gotten over the fright it gave them.”

Comments: The end of this article is significant. It shows 
the denseness of the delusion that has fallen upon our terminal 
age. We grant that this “ sign”  was produced by natural 
causes. A ll signs are; but that is not the point.

l'he significance of this “ cartoon on the sky” remains, no 
matter how 'produced!  The sign is to the “ wise” only, the 

foolish” always^ have their explanation for such things and 
re welcome to it—satisfaction, if any, and all else (a fool 

always whistles in the dark)!
In this connection note the following head lines from the 

New York W orld  of September 2, 1S94. “  Planet Mars draw
ing nearer.  ̂ Strange things are going on up there anyway, and 
perhaps we’ll know all about them later on. Astronomers are 
on the lookout. Mysterious flash-lights and shadows which 
may be part of an interplanetary signal code.” In a two-col
umn article the matter is then made as sensational as possible, 
mi I ier®'st thing is a •• Sign in the Stars” (Lukexxi. 25).

flat Mars or any other planet is inhabited we absolutely dis- 
Delieve, and have already given our reasons; but that abnormal 
conditions exist in the entire solar system and will conspire to 
pioduce more and more ominous signs of the general upset 
situation is merely a concomitant of what we referred to in the 
,™ ank . e articles (see Study No. Seven, pages 173-233)- 
Hie set times of God the Father cannot arrive without all 
things reflecting their approach!

BROKEN RECORDS.
iU r ,^ \ A,l? ° SttCiVery day the rapidity of the age in which we live is borne out by a ■ • sign of the times,” that is, by the reports



that only keep the record of human achievement constantly 
uncertain! First we have one record broken, and then another, 
next the former is outdone, and so it goes. The statistics cover 
every matter of human interest, and obtain in all localities. 
We invite our friends to clip these new records for but one 
season (91J days) and will guarantee that they will enforce con
viction. In the meantime note but one, reported in the New 
York Press for September 1st. “ All records broken; Lucania  
makes the swiftest ocean voyage by fifty-one minutes; [her 
time was] 5 days 8 hours 38 minutes. Her companion betters 
her Eastern time by one hour and 20 minutes.” Now all this 
points to a significant lim it before this century ends: 3&5d.
sh. 48m. 50.885s. is the value of the true mean solar year; 
360 days is that of the Prophetic year. Their difference is sd. 
5h. 48m. 50.885s.; this is the epact of the Solar over the Pro
phetic year. We shall soon reach it, and when “ many shall run 
to and fro ” at that rate we may consider Dan. xii. 4 to have 
attained unto its full significance. We anticipate, such is the 
ominous “  character of the coincidence,” that the very name of 
the steamship that shall accomplish this feat, and all the cir
cumstances of the voyage, its captain, passengers, and cargo! 
will constitute a symposium of significance that will attract 
universal attention. Wait and see! And at present ratio you 
will not have long to wait!

ADVENT EVENTS.
*** “ By our Lord's advent with clouds is meant, on his 

part, advent as a spiritual being while mysteries are being 
revealed; and on our part not merely perception of what the 
mysteries mean (reception of the latter rain), but also action 
upon truth perceived (Rev. i. 3), unveiling truth experienced 
until we are able to perceive Him who is its embodiment. He 
is to right-hand, deiknu , ‘ show,* through us: we must collect 
to his hand by yielding to it in doing the Father’s will as 
revealed thro* the opening books, notably in the Seven Mes
sages ; we must not only hear his words but also keep them. 
Only to such blessed ones is he unveiled as Saviour.

"  From this point of view the great cloud of witnesses in 
whom the Lord testifies is a part of the pillar of cloud and fire, 
the basis, the candlestick, just as Israel was basis to the pillar 
that led from Egypt to Canaan. In fact, Paul wrote of the 
Church as the pillar and base of truth; and one of the names 
of the woman, Babylon, is Mystery.

“ The Apocalyptic mystery and witnesses testifying its 
interpretation are the swift cloud on which the Lord is coming 
swiftly. But we are not the only ones at truth's basis. It is 
the same cloud Ezekiel in vision saw coming out of the north
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(compare Ezek. i. with Rev. iv.). It has for its basis a mighty 
and ancient nation (Jer. v. 15; vi. 1)—Saxons. We are only 
tue remnant of God’s people, who during the confusion and 
tumult of the end go and seek the Lord (Jer. 1. 4) in new Jeru
salem. We are at the heart of the movement, at the calm-cen- 
tie of the great cyclone, praying for righteousness, judgment 

kingdom of heaven; but there are vast multitudes 
about us (Zee. xii. 2, 3), moved by the coming of daylight, 
the whole Saxon Race thro’out the North and all coasts of 

earth, and m any of the aliens among whom they dwell, are 
also at the base of the cloud and howling for Freedom, Reform, 
etc. — 7 'he C a y ster, June 1894.

DIVERSITY IN UNITY.
* *- It  w ill have been noticed by the general prophetic stu- 

dentthat in  spite of a ll the d iversity of years determined upon 
by different students, there is a  most remarkable unity in set
tling upon some one of the closing years of the current hep- 
tade (1892-99 a . d .) particularly upon some one of its last 3)̂  
years (1896, 97, 98, 99) for the occurrence of events with whose 
renown the world shall ring. Prof. Dimbleby’s calculations 
fix upon 1896, Nelson H . Barbour’s on 1897, the modern Jewish 
scale intensifies 1898, and our own calculations focus upon 
1899. But those _who w ill take the trouble to examine the 
large table opposite page 150, Study Number Seven, will per
ceive the intimate relation of a ll of these years to each other, 
and to the sequence of yet other years, with which the 

century, 5900 a . m. , terminates ! Our own position, that 
the 6000th s o la r  year w ill be yet another fu ll 100 years further 
clown the scale, must also be borne in  mind with the explana
tion set forth in  the May Leaflet. Rapid as we may now ex- 
pect events to be, they w ill not mass upon each other in any 
sort ot confusion, and the times of judgment and restoration 

v.llze ^ e’r Ind ancI set duration together. We have no 
ctoubt but that both patience and impatience w ill be tried to 
tne rrtmost, as the unveiling takes place. The world is moving 
into the most ominous era it  has ever experienced. Not a cal- 
cu a ion we have made gives any promise of alleviation.

ADDITIONAL TESTIMONY.
*** Professor Dimbleby’s new edition of “ All Past Time ” 

Sc0° 3  • Pjddrshed, and we shall have a supply for those 
3  a V 3 ® 11' names at an early date (price, postage and
as follows^ d’ From its advance proof sheets we quote

M illen n iu m , by E n o ch , S h a n , o r M eIchisedec. 
Y\ c .cact m Gen. xi. n  that Shorn, the Antediluvian, who was
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with his father Noah in the ark, lived 500 years after his son 
Arphaxad was born, two years after the flood. The flood was 
in 1656, and Arphaxad was born in 1658, to which when we 
add the 500, we find that Shem died in 2158. This was 76 
years after Abraham left the city of Ur, and ten years after 
Isaac was married. Shem indeed outlived all his descendants 
down to Abraham. We do not know the exact place where he 
resided, but many of his descendants spread over Assyria and 
North India. They were called ‘ Sons of Revelation,’ not be
cause they belonged to a family which, like Abraham, wor
shipped the one true God, but because abundant revelations 
were given to them different from those given to the Jews, 
who looked for a kingdom on earth, which now they have yet 
to receive in a superior form. The Hebrews were silent about 
a religious community having records prior to their own, and 
possessing characteristic features not in accord with their own 
expectations of their special kingdom. Nevertheless the pre- 
Jewish church extended over a longer period and having a 
radiant line of patriarchs as its pillars, must have had some 
sublime records. Job belonged to these ‘ Sons of Revelation,’ 
Melchisedec, the ‘ king of Salem and priest of the Most High 
God,’ was another. We have also Jethro, the ‘ priest of 
Midian,’ (Moses’ father-in-law), Balaam, and indeed all before 
Moses. There seems reason to believe that the prophecy of 
Enoch, quoted by St. Jude, respecting the Lord coming with 
ten thousand of his saints, reaches us through the family of 
Shem, and also that of the star of Bethlehem. By cuneiforms we 
are picking up scraps of these records which were probably in 
the great library of Alexandria, which contained 300,000 books, 
and afforded the Mohammedans fuel for heating their ovens.

“ Whilst searching for scraps of religious intelligence, not 
belonging to the Hebrew church (they are becoming numer
ous), I have found one at the British Museum, in London, 
which much astonished me. It is in Hamilton’s Hindu Chro
nology, published in 1820. The author states that according 
to these old writings, ‘ the long expected and blessed period 
(known to us as the millennium) will begin in 5896.’* This is 
the year which I published in the 4th edition of the ‘ New Era 
at Hand,’ early in 1893. Being much surprised to see this in a 
book published before I was born, I scrutinized the sources 
from which it was obtained independent of the Book of Daniel, 
which no man seems to have understood before 1S91, in respect 
to the date of the millennium, f I found that these sources ex
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* See Table “ End of the A pe." Study Number Seven, opposite page 150, 
also Study Number Ten, page 2S3.

+ See Our Race Series in general corroboration of this statement.



tended to a period before Moses, and I feel that this 5926* (our 
1928, the vernal equinox in March) is another statement reach
ing us through Enoch, Melchisedec, Shem, or some of his de
scendants—the ‘ Sons of Revelation.’

“  We learn from the writings of Eusebius, who lived near 
to the times of the apostles, that St. Jude went to preach the 
gospel in the east. This would be the region where the de
scendants of Shem were located many centuries, and from 
whence the three Magi came to Jerusalem when they saw the 
Star of Bethlehem. Accordingly, any one who reads the Epis
tle by St. Jude, will find in it incidents which are not men
tioned in the Hebrew Scriptures. It would be proper that 
when St. Jude wrote his Epistle to the residents in the east 
that he should allude to events with which they were familiar.
I do not see how the date of the period of blessedness could be 
obtained from old eastern records, and be the very identical 
year which we now derive from the Book of Daniel, unless it 
came through the writings of Shem. . . . The great error
of some of the branches of the Semites was their adoration of 
angels, which led to idolatry; and as others mixed up their 
religion with the constellations, the Jews scrupulously refused 
to record anything astronomical. They would not mention a 
prophecy about a Star.

“  Let us then rejoice that grand scenes are at hand. All 
things around us show this. We have reached the times of 
which Bishop Newton, John Wesley, and hosts of others have 
written. The feeling is becoming universal that we shall see 
great religious triumphs early in 1898 and the accomplishment 
of the purposes of God on a scale of grandeur such as men 
have not yet seen. There is not an orb amongst the thousands 
and thousands above and around us in space which could be a 
theatre for the display of the Divine attributes and perfections 
as this world will soon be. Here a wise and faithful God has 
wrought out a name, and as ‘ the morning stars sang together 
and the sons of God shouted for joy ’ when the world began, 
and again when Christ the Lord was born, so also, when God 
has accomplished his great purposes, angels and all heaven will 
hover above the scene, and the subject of salvation, like our 
national anthem, will be sung forever as a universal song by a 
redeemed race and the highest intelligences of the heavens. 
Are we preparing for this grand climax ? The cry is going 
forth, ‘ Awake, awake, put on thy strength, O Zion! put on 
thy beautiful garments, O Jerusalem. Behold, a King shall 
reign in righteousness, every tear shall be wiped away, and all 
flesh shall see the salvation of God.’ ”
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CHRONOLOGY PARAMOUNT.
*** Some are studying the stars. We, too, have found that 

they fight against Sisera, as of old. Others are attracted by the 
signs; they signify all that was predicted from of old. Yet others 
derive profit from the Prophets, being scholars in their school 
at least, and having their books, and using them. Personally 
we are devoting our own time to the study of Chronology and 
History, and we find their figures swarm about the closing 
years of this nineteenth Christian century and cry aloud for 
attention. These figures demand fulfillment: by their unique 
arithmography quite as much as any of the other elements that 
enter into the Equation of the End. The whole concert is in 
perfect harmony, and as in an orchestra no one man handles all 
the instruments, so in these premises no individual can do more 
than listen to the rest and keep in time! The music of spheres 
controls the whole matter, and we contend in these Studies that 
to follow the leader closely is to keep in tim e! In other words, 
and in spite of all criticism we feel that Chronology, as such, 
rules the concert that is on the stage, and we prefer to help in 
the matter of “ beating time" rather than attempt to handle 
any particular instrument. We do not pretend to be blowing 
any horn of our own! but we affirm our firm belief that every 
horn that is not “ in time” is to that degree out of tune with 
Truth. Chronology is paramount, and we are satisfied that all 
who have followed these Studies from the beginning, or even 
consecutively from the time they fell into their hands, must 
now have a clearer idea of the conditions involved than those 
who continue to hug to the old school.

SEARCH THE SCRIPTURES.
*** In quoting or reprinting the work of others, we endorse 

or condemn only in so far as wTe quote, and even then only in 
so far as specifically stated. We receive exchanges from all 
sorts and conditions of men in every phase and shade of light, 
and while we recognize their light’ only in so far as it agrees 
with what is temporarily our own degree thereof, we cannot help 
perceiving that the lights and shades of opinion, when many are 
seen at once, bring out the truth in stronger relief than ever.

Hence, we believe in searching all things and holding fast 
to what is good and true. We are satisfied that those who do 
not search, but who hold fast only to what experience and cir
cumstances have thrown in their path, are more certain to err  
therein than any other class! They are not students, and 
though they boast of their independence of thought, they are 
of all men the least independent and the most illiberal!

Now we are glad to pass any dish of truth to our neighbors, 
selecting viands from other tables than our own; for as our
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own judgement is by no means final, but progressive, it is par
ticularly important to season it with sauce put up by others. 
Our friends must treat the feast according to their own tein- 
pei ament of liberality and light. No one teacher or student of 
the word, can possibly have all the light there is, and all of us 
probably have a broad shading of error. Let us therefore 
search the Scriptures, they only are infallible, and that only 
when fully and rightly understood. And in this connection we 
firmly believe that whatsoever interpretation is furthest from 
the literal is to that very same degree furthest from the truth, 
barring, of course, whatsoever is patently and intentionally 
symbolical, and perceiving also that even the literal facts 
of the word always have spiritual, celestial, or interior signifi
cations that flash forth to such as search!

“  I3UY THE TRUTH, AND SELL IT NOT.”
'-x- The work which has devolved upon us individually, 

has been both sought and unsought. We began to buy the 
truth years ago,  ̂ and have continued ever since to do so 
where we found it! and we would not sell it now (i. e., the 
knowledge of it), and return to our then state of igno
rance for all the wealth on earth. But since that original 
purchase at every market where the pearls of price were 
offered, we have found leisure to rearrange them into neck
laces and _ diadems, new groupings, and, by finding mines 
of even richer gems, have come ourselves at last to be 
a seller in the cause of truth. We did not take this latter rfilc
in any mercenary spirit, but we expected it to support us 
decently. The wares of truth are not so popular in these most 
dismal days as to yield much of a reward to those who vend 
them if they secure to us our daily bread and clothing con
venient we are satisfied. But we recognize the lowly' plane 
upon which circumstance lias cast us—that of mere sellers, 
t u r®c°g nized by others—sellers of that which has cost 
ton and labor, sweat and midnight oil, for which some hire is 
due, and such hire is accepted, so that we may continue.

essed are those who have means enough to give of their 
abundance, and, if so be they print the truth, can offer it 
witnout money and without any price—we say candidly, we 

t len î a? d w°uld that our own means too, were equal to
• U j  2,̂  our f ° ndest dreams so that these truths also could be issued Free!

alone last year, was some $2,500, while
1. 1 iption list for the Studies was but $1,776. The
m S , , ! ,  Vp by helP-and with it and what little we have
W m i ! »  f ldeS:ies' and from collateral literature, has merely 
Lep us tree from want. It need not be said that the acceptance



of a necessity to print tile truth, and sell it at even a relative loss 
(albeit at a comparative premium when estimated at the 
world’s standard of popular literature), is quite as distasteful to 
us as to some who take it on themselves to criticise u s ! We 
fancy that our own individual education and former associations 
were far more antagonistic to such a role than any in which 
our critics could have been reared, and that our absolute need 
of accepting it was far less exigent. We have had some harsh 
criticism because we sell, rather than give away, our Studies 
and Leaflets, and because we copyright them. Let the criti
cism perish with the spirit that presumes to judge u s! How, 
forsooth, can one with nothing in his script publish anything? 
Would these critics have us to run into debt and defraud the 
printer? But, say some, if you cannot print for naught, don’t 
print; and if you must copyright in order to publish success
fully, don’t publish. This sort of criticism is cheaper than 
folly, and meaner even than the world’s envy, and those who 
judge us do so in the face of a commandment to the contrary. 
We do that which we do of sheer necessity, and with wisdom, 
and without harm to any one.

Our work is merely the result of the mutual support of those 
who recognize its import, and appreciate its difficulties, and 
who do all they can to aid it. Our invidious critics do not 
pretend to aid it. And except for their unjust condemnation 
(which if we heeded would estop the work altogether,) we owe 
them nothing, save to wish them more wisdom and less 
venom. Page for page, difficulty for difficulty, expense for 
expense, and relative value for value, the baker’s dozen of 
the Our Race Studies, now before the seekers after truth, 
will compare favorably with any similar special works upon the 
world’s counters—so will the Leaflet, and it far more behooves 
those who belittle the best their neighbor can do (because they 
set a necessary price upon it) to buy it and so help the cause 
of truth, than to reject it because he may not have it for 
nothing. We are not of our own abundance publishing a 
stray tract or two! and sending out a few hundred to a little 
group, but are working far into the night without any means, 
save what comes in by fair support to aid the work. We are 
rather tired of this class of criticism and are thankful it does 
not emanate from the circle of our regular constituents.

As to the Leaflet, it is of course, more expensive, rela
tively speaking, than the regular Studies. But it has to be, in 
order to exist. We have about 365 subscribers, and for it we have 
no aid from paid advertisements (the which alone support 
most of our contemporaries!). If anyone wishes to secure an 
estimate of what such an enterprise will net its editor, let him 
ask his printer for what he will write, edit, print, electrotype,
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bind, publish and mail 8,300 words of 8-point per month, and keep 
all the books and records, with an ill-assured subscription list 
of but 365 names! The Leaflet is two or three times as 
expensive as it should be, and cannot be made less so until a 
growth of our subscription list gives a margin of profit It is 
demanded by a determined body of subscribers, and few as 
they are, we are determined to meet the demand so long as we 
are able. But the work is opposed by all sorts of delays and 
discouragements, and handicapped by all the adverse circum
stances it is possible to array against it. We ask our friends 
to support it, and secure us more subscribers; we invite our 
critics to buy the truth, and congratulate them if they do not 
have to sell it. We are aiming to issue this second set, in 
double numbers, so as to close it with 1894 a . d. Beyond that 
date we _ leave events, rather than our critics, to determine 
whether it is to continue! In the meantime take what you get, 
as you get it, give us credit for doing the best we can under 
the circumstances, and secure us new subscribers. If we 
obtain what we need, you will receive all that it will buy!

A Beautiful Holiday Present.
We recommend the following to such as desire a useful and 

tasty ax'ticle for the Holidays. It is the invention of Professor 
Totten, and is called

The Opportunity Calendar.
It is calculated for 1895 a . d. Its advantages over all others 

are as follows: printed in plain, large, black figures; gives 
moon phases: gives moon eclipses; gives sun eclipses; gives 
legal holidays; gives church festivals; gives serial day of year 
(for computing interest, etc.).

1 here is also contained in same box the

N ew  Gam e of Toto,

which teaches the Calendar to all. Price, postpaid, in paper 
box, handsomely lithographed, 50c.; in leather, $1.00.
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